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ABSTRACT
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The pyroelectric response has been studied for electro-optic modulators utilizing X-cut LiNbO3 integrated-optical chips. Since this
response induces the modulator drift that appears only at fast
change of a chip temperature, it causes the temperature and temporal instabilities of integrated-optical devices utilizing these chips.
This drift was significantly reduced with the aid of extra electrodes
providing the significant shielding of the pyroelectric field.
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1. Introduction
One of the practical difficulties in the application of LiNbO3 devices is the pyroelectric
sensitivity of LiNbO3, which resulted in the appearance of large internal fields within
the integrated optical chip (IOC) when subjected to temperature changes or gradients
across the device utilizing such an IOC [1–4]. This is because a change in temperature
causes a change in the spontaneous polarization due to the ferroelectric properties of
LiNbO3. This results in an imbalance of charge at the ±Z faces of the lateral edges of
IOC, so that an electric field is generated in the Z direction perpendicularly to the
waveguide paths on –X face of IOC. Due to the very high resistivity of LiNbO3, the
screening charges take a long time to travel through the electro-optical crystal and neutralize the bound charges at the polar faces. This imbalance of charge impedes or lessens
the effect of the electrical fields from the electrodes on the waveguide paths, thus
decreasing the effectiveness of control in modulating optical signals [1, 2, 4]. Thus, the
effect of the electric field and the consistency of the effect of the electric field over time
(i.e. temporal stability) applied to the waveguide paths should be greatly affected by
pyroelectric effect, if there is some temperature variation over time. The amount of electric field from the electrodes that is affected by the pyroelectrically-induced charge
imbalance in the LiNbO3 IOC is referred to as the pyroelectric drift of the modulator.
The IOC fabricated on lithium niobate (LiNbO3) X-cut wafers (Fig. 1), using conventional techniques to form large numbers of the channel proton-exchanged waveguides
and coplanar electrodes, is the main part of the multifunction integrated-optical circuit
(MIOC) [1–3]. The MIOC consisting of a beam splitter/combiner, PM-fiber-pigtailed
light polarizer and two electro-optical phase modulators (Fig. 2) represents a key part of
fiber optical gyroscope (FOG) [2, 3, 5]. It has been established that the MIOC’s halfwave voltage depends on the temperature variation [5]. This dependence has been
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Figure 1. A schematic sketch of an IOC preform. This preform is used for fabrication of four IOCs.
Black elements show four groups of the Au/Cr-electrodes deposited on –X surface. Each IOC contains
one group of the modulator electrodes. Arrows show connection of one modulator electrode with an
input port of electrometric amplifier. Two variants of electrical connection are shown: (a) extra electrodes (regular modulator electrodes of other IOCs) are not grounded; (b) these extra electrodes
are grounded.

Figure 2. The intrinsic structure of MIOC containing inside a single IOC (shown by light gray color):
pins 1-4 are connected by Au-wires with the Au/Cr-electrodes of the electro-optic modulator on a single LiNbO3 chip, Au/Cr-electrodes are shown by dark gray color, the proton-exchanged channel waveguides and Y-splitter are shown by black lines within the single IOC, input and output waveguides of
IOC are pigtailed with optical fibers.

regarded as an important source of the MIOC modulation phase error, which has significant influence on a temperature stability of the MIOC. The pyroelectric effect is considered by us to be a dominating source of the thermal instability of IOC and hence,
MIOC. The detailed experimental study of this effect, allowing for its suppression, has
been performed in our paper.

2. Experimental
The experimental study of the pyroelectric response has been made for an unpigtailed
IOCs fabricated on X-cut LiNbO3 plate. Each IOC contains the coplanar Au/Cr electrodes consisting of the two electro-optic phase modulators of MIOC on main –X surface
(Fig. 1). The IOCs studied were subjected to the additional hard cleaning (warm dimethylformamide and deionized water) and drying (dry dustless air flow and propanol
steam) treatments. Note that IOC preforms studied have extra electrodes in addition to
the electrodes of an electro-optic modulator used in MIOC: the several Au-Cr electrodes
were deposited on –X surface of IOC preform and some of these extra electrodes were
grounded with Au-wire (Fig. 1b). Also, the pyroelectric response has been studied for
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Figure 3. Scanning rate V ¼ dT/dt (upper part) and temperature T (low part) as functions of the
scanning time t during heating of the IOC. The rate V of temperature change was gradually varied
from 0 to 1.6 K/min, at DT ¼ 55 K.

the hermetically-sealed fiber-pigtailed LiNbO3 MIOC used in FOG [3, 5]. The schematic
sketch of the MIOC is given in Fig. 2.
The pyroelectric response was measured by the method described in the previous
papers [3, 6], i.e. the pyroelectric voltage U was directly recorded while changing the
temperature T of the sample in the range from 295 to 350 K. The range of temperature
scanning rate V ¼ dT/dt covered the interval from  0.1 to 1.6 K/min (Fig. 3). A load
(measuring) resistor R was wired in parallel to the electrometric amplifier input, and U
appeared on MIOC pins (or IOC electrodes) was amplified by factor of 5 and recorded
with a 307/2 two-coordinate potentiometer (ZIP-Kuban Ltd, Russia), connected to the
output of amplifier, whilst a stable zero position of the signal is carefully maintained.
The signals that are superimposed by higher frequency noise or other interference can
be smoothed using a low pass filter with selected time constants (1  3 s). Assuming
that for appropriate evaluation of U the amplifier load resistance R should be much
smaller than the crystal resistance, the measurements were performed at R ¼ 1.06 GX.
The pyroelectric response after amplification was measured as voltage drop at this resistor. The signals that are superimposed by higher frequency noise or other interference
can be smoothed using a low pass filter with selected time constants (1  3 s). Besides,
the measurements with high temporal resolution (about 1 ms) were performed with an
AKIP 72205 A digital oscilloscope (AKIP Ltd, Russia).
The optical parameters of MIOC were measured by coupling depolarized light into
the waveguides with the aid of a single mode fiber. A fiber Lyot depolarizer utilizing
polarization-maintaining fiber was used to decrease strongly the degree of residual
polarization of a superluminescent diode radiation (central wavelength is 1540 nm)
and, hence, minimize a polarization-dependent error in measurement results. To determine insertion losses and splitting ratio, we used a fiber-to-fiber coupling set-up [7]. A
RIFOCS 575 L optical power meter (RIFOCS Corp., USA) was used as photodetector.
No noticeable changes of insertion losses and splitting ratio were observed during
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Figure 4. Pyroelectric voltage U measured in the IOC preform (Fig. 1) as a function of scanning time
t during heat-up: (a) the electrometric amplifier connected with one modulator electrode, when the
extra electrodes on –X face of the IOC preform were not grounded (Fig. 1a); (b) the amplifier connected with one modulator electrode, when the two extra electrodes on –X face of the IOC preform
were grounded (Fig. 1b). The load resistance R of the electrometric amplifier is 1.06 GX.

temperature changes within the entire range studied by us. It means, that in contrast to
the previously reported findings [1, 2, 8], the pyroelectrically-induced hysteresis in the
transmitted power of the MIOC caused by the temporal variation of an efficiency of the
waveguides in the IOC to propagate light was not observed in our experiments. This
peculiarity may be caused by the smaller values of temperature scanning rate in our
recent and the previous [7] experiments compared to those reported in Ref. [8].

3. Experimental results and discussion
Application of the coplanar electrodes deposited on a main X-cut face of IOC gives a
unique possibility for detailed study of the dielectric [9] and pyroelectric [3] properties
of LiNbO3 chips. For example, the slowly changed electric signal with sharp electric
pulses is observed in an electrometric amplifier output signal during temperature
changes, if some of the modulator electrodes is connected to the amplifier input
(Fig. 4). The slowly changed signal is related to the voltage U appearing on the modulator electrodes of IOC and it is found to be monotonously increasing with the temperature scanning rate V. According to the Refs. [1–4], it has been assigned by us to the
pyroelectric response of the IOC. According to our data mentioned above, the magnitude of this pyroelectric voltage is not sufficient to induce any marked change of the
propagation optical losses for channel waveguide of IOC (extreme case is so-called
“shutdown” of channel waveguide [8]). By the way, these voltage values are sufficient to
induce the temporal variation of driving voltage (the voltage responsible for the optical
modulation) on the IOC and, hence, a marked MIOC phase error should appear. At the
same time, the voltage distortion on the modulator in response to the temperature variation is directly related to the pyroelectric voltage U measured (Fig. 4).
Sharp pulses in the electrometer output are related to electric discharges between the
lateral ±Z edges of IOC and between electrodes within an inter-electrode gap. These
numerous electrical discharges are detected by electrometer connected to any IOC
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Figure 5. Single pulse of the pyroelectric voltage U measured with the digital oscilloscope without
any filtration. This pulse has amplitude of 10 mV during measurement with the electrometric amplifier
having the low pass filter (Fig. 4).

electrode (Fig. 4a). They are established to be the other specific feature of the IOC pyroelectric response in addition to the slowly changed voltage U. The data shown in Fig. 4
were obtained with the low-pass filter. Hence, a pulse amplitude is limited by transmission band of the low-pass filter (1 Hz) and also by the response speed of a recording
system of our electrometer set-up. However, the real amplitude of these pulses is much
larger than that shown in Fig. 4. For example, our measurements with the aid of the
digital oscilloscope without using a low pass filter show that the real amplitude of the
short ( 0.08  0.11 ms) pulses is about several Volts that are two orders of magnitude
larger than those recorded by the electrometer (Fig. 5). Analysis of the digital oscilloscope data on shape of these short pulses allows evaluating the total electric charge DQp
transferred through the IOC surface with all the pulses (electric discharges):
DQp ¼< F >

N
X

hi

(1)

i¼1

where F is proportionality parameter and F ¼ dQp/h, dQp is electric charge transferred
through the IOC surface during a certain pulse studied, h is amplitude for this pulse
(e.g., h ¼ 1.4 V for the pulse shown in Fig. 5), F is ranged from 42.8 to 53.3 pC/V, <F>
¼ 48.4 pC/V is an average value of F for all pulses detected in a single temperature
scan, hi is amplitude of i-th pulse, N is a total quantity of pulses in this temperature scan.
Evaluation from our experimental data with Eq. (1) gives that DQp is about 12 nC in
the cases shown here (Figs. 4a and 5). Note, that DQp has the quite different values for
other experiments, as DQp depends on cleaning degree of IOC faces and the rate V of a
temperature change.
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Figure 6. Pyroelectric response of the MIOC (Fig. 2). The total electric charge DQ appearing on a
modulator electrode of the IOC was evaluated by Eqs. (1–3) from measurement of U(t) with the electrometric amplifier: (a) amplifier input was connected to the pin #1 of MIOC when the two pins #2
and #3 were grounded; (b) amplifier input was connected to the pin #2 of MIOC when the two pins
#1 and #4 were grounded.

On the other hand, the electric charge DQsc transferred through the amplifier load
resistor during measurement of the slowly changed signal U(t) can be calculated by:
ð
DQsc ¼ IðtÞdt, IðtÞ ¼ UðtÞ=ðK  RÞ
(2)
where K is an amplification factor (K ¼ 5 for our all experiments), R is an amplifier
load resistance, I(t) is a pyroelectric current evaluated from our experimental data on
U(t) (Fig. 4a).
Calculation by Eq. (2) gives the value DQsc ¼ 125 nC for the case shown in Fig. 4a.
Thus, the total electric charge DQ generated by IOC can be estimated from our data as:
DQ ¼ DQp þ DQsc ¼ 137 nC

(3)

It is important to note, that this value coincides practically with the theoretically
expected value of the total electric charge DQT generated by the IOC, as DQT ¼
cDT  S ¼ 148.5 nC, where c ¼ 100 mC/m2K is a pyroelectric coefficient for LiNbO3
[6, 9], S ¼ 27  106 m2 is the area of a lateral polar face of IOC. The temperature
changes within the range from 295 to 350 K, i.e. DT ¼ 55 K during this temperature
scan, which is shown in Fig. 3.
Of course, such a strong pyroelectric response will present a serious problem for
application of the IOCs in various devices, e.g. in MIOCs. The pyroelectric U(t) will
induce temporal variations of the driving voltage due to superposition with the externally applied modulating voltage. These variations represent the pyroelectric drift of the
modulator. According to the previously reported finding [1, 2], we assume that the
effect of the differential charge appearance between modulator electrodes may be
reduced by shielding between modulator electrodes and the polar ±Z faces of IOC. Note
that our approach is different from the previously proposed ones, where either the total
conductive coating of the lateral polar ±Z faces was applied [1], or the extra electrodes
(“metallic rails” [2]) were positioned very close to input waveguide and Y-junction section of IOC. In fact, such a partial shielding was effectively applied by us with the aid
of grounding of extra electrodes deposited on -X surface between polar ±Z faces and
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modulator electrodes (Figs. 1b and 4b), but the input waveguide and Y-junction section
(see the left part of the IOC shown in Fig. 2) were not shielded. By the way, the IOC
generates just the same pyroelectric charges DQ as in the first experiment (Fig. 4a),
because DT and V(t) were constant in our experiments (Figs. 4–7). Note, that this result
was obtained with the experimental sample of the IOC preform used for fabrication of
four single IOC. However, we propose to apply this approach for suppression of the
pyroelectric drift of modulator in the single IOCs that will allow improving thermal stability of the industrial MIOCs.
The pyroelectric response of the IOC with grounded additional electrodes demonstrates the change of sign (Fig. 4b). It may be explained by the fact that the additional
electrodes create a gradient in the local surface potential near the electrodes when
unscreened pyroelectrically induced surface charges are present [10]. Therefore, we consider a related contribution of the so-called electrostatic component [10] for explanation
of the pyroelectric response of IOC. This component is strong in the case of Z-cut
IOCs [10], and should be much weaker in the case of X-cut IOCs [3, 10]. The amplitude and sign of this component were changed when the electrodes were contacted
(e.g., grounded) [10]. According to our data, this component becomes noticeable in the
case of the grounded additional electrodes, when the “pyroelectric component” (see definition given in Ref. [10]) is strongly suppressed and the two competitive components
are observed (Fig. 4b).
To verify efficiency of this approach for the single IOC, we made the following
experiments with a standard MIOC (Fig. 2) produced by RPC Optolink [10]. The
two external electrodes of the modulator were used for shielding as the both MIOC
pins #1 and #4 were grounded. The pyroelectric response was measured by connection of the one MIOC pin #2 or #3 with input of electrometric amplifier circuit, i.e.
the pyroelectric voltage was probed with one internal modulator electrode. This
measurement demonstrated the strongly reduced pyroelectric response (Fig. 6b) in
comparison with the other experiment (Fig. 6a), when the pyroelectric voltage was
probed with external modulator electrodes (electrometer input connected with the
one MIOC pin #1 or #4) and the two MIOC pins #2 and #3 were grounded simultaneously (Fig. 2). The same effective shielding of the internal probing electrode
(pins #2 or #3) was achieved by grounding the other internal electrode and one
external electrode (pins #1 or #4) (Fig. 2). At the same time, the comparison of the
DQ values obtained by us for the IOC perform (Eq. (3)) and for the MIOC (Fig. 6a)
demonstrates that the shielding between the probing modulator electrode and only
one polar lateral face (þZ or –Z) of the IOC provides rather strong suppression of
the differential charge appearance. This result is in accordance with our previous
data [3] on the significant reduction of the IOC’s pyroelectric response at the shielding of the modulator electrode from one polar face with the aid of the extra electrodes. Such a partial shielding provides the significant reduction of the inter-electrode
capacitances, giving a marked contribution to reduction of the pyroelectric voltage
U(t) [3]. Note that all these electric connection modes of the MIOC are out of practical interest for application in FOG [5, 11], but they demonstrate the principal possibility of the shielding of differential charge arising between the modulator
electrodes, using the extra electrodes in the single IOC.
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We assume that special metallization should be applied to a small portion of the top
–X face of the single IOC to form two extra technological electrodes in addition to four
modulator electrodes. These short extra technological electrodes must be grounded (or
electrically connected) and positioned near the modulator electrodes and close to the
two IOC edges, which are perpendicular to Z axis direction. The extra electrodes may
be arranged in single IOC by the simple modification of photolithography/metallization
technology and they will be used to prevent a charge differential from developing
between the modulator electrodes, reducing the pyroelectric drift of modulators within
IOC and, hence, improving the thermal stability of MIOC. Moreover, some additional
improvement of the temperature stability of MIOC would be possible to obtain by
some optimization of the extra and modulator electrodes [4, 12, 13]. It will be a subject
of our further study.

4. Conclusion
The pyroelectric response in the X-cut LiNbO3 chips may reach a significant magnitude
at a fast change of temperature; thus, it should induce the modulator drift causing the
temperature and temporal instabilities of integrated-optical devices (e.g. MIOC) utilizing
these chips. The modulator drift is related to variation of driving voltage (the voltage
responsible for the optical modulation) due to a superposition of the externally applied
modulating voltage with the time-dependent pyroelectric voltage generated by the IOC.
The pyroelectric response and the sequent driving voltage distortion are proportional to
the temperature variation rate. The pyroelectric response and drift were significantly
reduced with the aid of the extra electrodes providing the significant shielding of the
differential charge appearance between the modulator electrodes in the IOCs and
MIOCs studied.
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